**ARBITRATION (BETA)**
- In-App disputes management for buyers & sellers
- One-click claim issuing with a description
- Arbitration process automation
- Claim status monitoring within the app

**IF-SALE COUNTER OFFER**
- Negotiate your IF-Sales directly, independently, and in real-time
- SMS messaging directly to your mobile device with Accept, Reject, and Counter options
- Finalize a buy/sell response in under 3 hours or less
- Avoid miscommunication and errors during the negotiations by seeing the vehicle details as buyer or seller
- Automated counter offers conclude the IF-Sale closure in hours rather than days
- Vehicles automatically added to your buy/sell list visible from within your mobile application

**RAPID BID MARKETPLACE**
- Bid Up, Make Offer, Buy Now, and Set Proxy on 50 Vehicles Simultaneously
- 1000 Vehicles Offered Every 20 Minutes
- Shortlist up to 20 Vehicles for Instantaneous Bidding
- Manage and Display Your Entire Watchlist on a Single Page
- Attend the Sale with Your Selected Vehicles and Buy Them All in Less Than 20 minutes

**MOBILE DASHBOARD**
- Join Online Sales events using mobile device
- Bid on vehicles in Lane, In-App, or via simulcast when on the go
- Real-time broadcast of video and audio of the sale with virtually no lag or interruptions
- Simultaneously watch a multiple video streams of vehicles and auctioneer
- Instant messaging to the clerk and seller with any questions and comments
- Monitor the vehicle bid history
- Full access to all your buy/sell reports, accounting balances, sales history and watchlist

**AUCTION CHAT (BETA)**
- Have dealers contact your Customer Service directly from the app
- Increase conversions by instantly replying to bidding/buying questions

**IN-APP BIDDER**
- Real-time conversations with your auction team
- Add the much-needed flexibility to relationship between dealers & your auction

**360 VIR™**
- 360 Panoramic Vehicle View
- Clickable Hotspots & Damage Tagging
- Add Photos and Videos to Tags and Damages
- Intuitive Interface and Hints for Fast 360s Creation
- Transform Static VDPs into Interactive Experiences

**MOBILE DASHBOARD**
- Join Online Sales events using mobile device
- Bid on vehicles in Lane, In-App, or via simulcast when on the go
- Real-time broadcast of video and audio of the sale with virtually no lag or interruptions
- Simultaneously watch a multiple video streams of vehicles and auctioneer
- Instant messaging to the clerk and seller with any questions and comments
- Monitor the vehicle bid history
- Full access to all your buy/sell reports, accounting balances, sales history and watchlist

**AUCTION STREAMING**
- On-demand access to live auctions
- Stream on-demand auctions from the comfort of your home or office
- Watch auctions from anywhere, anytime
- No special software required

**WWW.AUCTIONSTREAMING.COM**